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About This Game

Many many years ago, a restaurant fire accident cause many people died. Someone whisper said the disaster was cause by a soul
reaping ghost ship, and now 「it」 stick around over this square....

《Empty Town》 is a 3D Virtual Reality Horror Shooting Game, the story took place in a fiction world that based on Taiwanese
folklore legends, combine high quality scene with horror element to show the environment, we expect to let player have the

game experience that can't be found in other VR game.

This game use the classic laser gun shooting as play style, the autonomous travel by rail design allows player to view and feel the
change of surrounding, when you explore this immersive playground, you will get more into this excitng and spectacular story.

‧ High Quality Gameplay
‧ Great Shooting Experience

‧ Multiple Type Weapon
‧ Horror Element

‧ Folklore Legend Monster
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Title: Empty Town
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Wanin International
Publisher:
Wanin International
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 equivalent or greater

Processor: Intel i3 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,German,Russian
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I really like this game xD took me about 2 hours and 30 minutes to complete but what do you expect for 1 euro? I would buy
this game if you have 1 euro laying around and want a small amount of intertainment.

Personal I would say becareful I got a little sad when i won, because i lost my island xD but else really good game for a strong
price.. If you want a game that is fun and enjoy shooting thugs that cuss you out, then buy this game. This is one of the most
delightful games I've ever encountered--a marvelous deep dive into Elizabethan England. The dialogue is absolutely hilarious,
with great voice acting (the many different British accents are to die for!), and a splendid Renaissance soundtrack too, made up
of beautiful songs with really funny lyrics about game characters. So much work has gone into this game, it's amazing... Though
of course the most important thing is that it's just a blast to play--I can't stop laughing!. League of mermaids is a remix of puzzle
bobble. Instead of launching bubble here you allow them to drop into the correct position taking physic into account.
The idea is great and it could have been a great puzzle game but it isn't.

What happened? You can't aim properly. Plain and simple: You. Can't. Aim.
The game does not feature any kind of difficulty it features randomness. I felt like flipping a coin trying to get ten thousands of
tails in a row. It wasn't fun.. FFFUUUUUUUUUUU!!!. Exactly as advertised, a silly suit for D-horse
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Totally recommend this game. Hands down the best Indie-Horror I have played. Love how it starts out so innocent but messes
with your mind the next moment. The only downside is how quick the dark bubbles reappear. I would like them to remain
popped a little longer.. great game, characters & plots. just one decision can completely change the ending. i recommend saving
the game at any decision you make so that you can come back to it later & see whats else happens

. Very retro game, but a bit unstable, and it doesn't quite do justice to its name and what it implies.

It is a very simple drawn god sim, where you first create land in an infinate oceanic environment, where then 2 survivors are
added. Then its just a matter of building houses, farms, mines and whatnot to facilitate the production of resources needed to
feed the inhabitants and the expansion of your settlement.

Like I said, the graphics are very simple, as is the sound / music. As is the interface, but I would even go further than just calling
it simple, as it is lacking as well; Some resources are simply not shown and others are insufficiently elaborated.

The help gives you some idea, but a lot of functionality simply doesn't seem to be in the game, such as the upgrading of
buildings. I got 1 building to try to upgrade, followed by a game crash...so...ya...there's that...

Might be something for the collectors out there that want a simple island editor, which is all it seems to be (again, you need to
actually create the island yourself), for a 5 minute break at work or something, because that is really all it is good for...

It seems like a project for a beginning developer (and one that has a LOOONG way to go), which is in itself not a bad thing. But
maybe it could use some more work, or not be made available to the public, or at least not Steam. This may not be the right
platform to publish this early work on. There are a lot of communities and platforms out there that this sort of thing is great for,
but Steam users generally expect a little bit...more.... mortal kombat but its in 3d and has weapons. This thing is a hoot to fly.
Nothing will catch it on the deck. Buzzed Campbell River airport at 1.22 mach at less than 2\/3 throttle at 4000 ft. Turns like a
semi, stand it on knife edge and pull, will black you out easily at speed. Stable as a swiss franc. Good auto pilot but, has an
anomoly. When autopilot turned off on sub screen mach command switch right below asi stays on even though red indicator on
asi goes out. Continues to control throttle. Turn this off and good to go. Other than that good visability and fairly docile to land.
Flys like everything I have read the Thud was like. Would be nice if you could drop ordinance, maybe you can but have not
figured out how. All and all worth the coin. Enjoy.
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